Why MORAL LIFT? Why Are People Choosing MORAL LIFT?

MORAL LIFT Brand Introduction

Capital letters "M", emphasizing the quality of the product as strong as the mountains. Providing strong support for every customer.


The beauty of the curve: Our products not only have excellent quality, but also a perfect appearance.

The color of the logo, which is green signifies that we want to create a silent and environment-friendly products for our clients.

MORALLIFT MISSION

- Being a high-end brand with sustainable development, constantly improving its own value and sharing it with the customers and staff.
- Provide exceptional customer service coupled with quality products and lifting solutions.

MORALLIFT CORE VALUES

- Sensible and Trustworthy
- Positive Development
- Progress and Innovation
- Gratitude and Self-evaluation

MORALLIFT VISION

- To share common pursuit of understanding, learning, ethics and gratitude
- To realize the values of life and the pursuit of happiness
- To be honest and innovate, To execute, and evaluate oneself
- To create mutual understanding and to progress together with the clients
Cart turntable can any 360 degree rotate. When production process line needs turn, meanwhile car turning radius can not meet the requirements, or very limit space. Can install turntable. To achieve any 90 degree or 360 degree rotate. Precise positioning, accurate connect railway.

Turntable was also installed in garage, To achieve any 360 degree rotate car, very convenient.

**MAIN FEATURE**

- Rotate car any 90 degree or any 360 degree.
- Precise positioning, accurate connect railway.
- Very big and strong overloading capacity
- Safe and convenient operation.
- Adjustable speed.

**PRODUCT SHOW**
RAILWAY TRANSFER CART

MAIN FEATURE

- Powered by low voltage electricity from railways or battery.
- Using time is not limited, load capacity is not limited.
- Flexible, stable start, big starting torque, small impact to the gear reducer.
- High use frequency and not too short running distance.
- Safe and convenient operation for there is no wire outside the car.
- Adjustable speed.

PRODUCT SHOW

KPX---Battery Transfer Cart

KPD---Low Voltage Transfer Cart
KPW series steerable transfer trolley is a kind of trackless material handling trolley. It is powered by storage battery. The transfer trolley is controlled to go forward, backward, turn left, turn right, adjust speed through PLC and speed controller. Trackless transfer cart adopt battery power, DC motor drives, large capacity, stable start, do not rely on rail, two-way travel. Hydraulic steering mechanism ensures tight turning radius, enabling 360° turn in a small space.

**MAIN FEATURE**

- No need install rail, No any damage to the floor.
- It can realize double way moving and 360 degree turning.
- DC drive and heavy loading capacity.
- Small turning radius, flexible operation.
- Braking distance is short, and have alarming system.

**PRODUCT SHOW**
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CABLE DRUM TRANSFER CART

MAIN FEATURE

- Adopt the use of harsh working conditions lifting metallurgical motor.
- Cart structure is simple and reliable.
- Travel distance had better not more than 150m
- Safe and convenient operation.
- Adjustable speed.
- The Rail Transfer trolley is suitable for various industries, steel mill, transfer steel products such as steel structure, steel pipe, steel billets, steel ladle and coil, etc.

PRODUCT SHOW